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ABSTRACT 

Wave generation mechanisms by a number of free energy sources in the 

magnetosphere are discussed. These include the temperature difference 

between the plasma sheet and the tail lobes, the temperature anisotropy, 

and field aligned currents. It is shown that a number of wave-modes 

can be generated via a Weibel-type instability by the above free energy 

sources, also the production of Langmuir waves can be created by ion

acoustic turbulence. Various wave-particle interaction mechanisms are 

presented as possible processes for the production of high energy 

electrons which are responsible for the aurorao 

• 




L'iTRODUCTION 

Observational evidence of auroral electron and ion energy distributions 

with peaks in the range 1-20 keV suggest that the mechanism which 

accelerates the particles is a velocity dependent statistical process 
"

(Hall and Bryant (1974), Bryant et. ale (1978) and Bryant (198~) and 


cannot be explained by a potential difference model. The need to 


consider an alternative to the potential difference model to account for 


the electron and ion distributions observed in the aurora and magnetos


phere have been reported by Bryant et al (1978), Whalen and Daly (1979), 


Sharp et al (t980) and Birn et al (1981). The acceleration of auroral. 


electrons by waves has been discussed in a companion report (Hall (1983). 


In this paper we will consider the various free energy sources in the 


magnetosphere which could lead to the generation of plasma waves. 


EXCITATION OF PLASMA TURBULENCE 


There are a number of free energy sources in the magnetosphere which can 


excite plasma turbulence on auroral field lines. All the free energy 


sources ultimately derive their power from the solar wind. One way for 


the energy in the solar wind to be transferred to the magnetosphere is 


via magnetic-field-line reconnection {Galeev (1982». The interaction 


between the solar wind and the magnetosphere compresses the plasma sheet 


transversely. The tail narrows leading to the tearing instability and 


the formation of a reconnection point. This in turn leads to enhanced 


particle flows and particle precipitation (Frank et al (1976), Hones 


et al (1972). 


As the plasma sheet is compressed the magnetic field B is enhanced and 


therefore the perpendicular temperature T~ is also enhanced because T~/B 


is an adiabatic invariant.. The field aligned adiabatic invariant causes 


the parallel temperature Til to decrease as the plasma sheet is extended 


along the field lines. These two effects result in an increase in the 


temperature anisotropy T.L IT II • At the same. time plasma inhomogeneities 


are enhanced on the boundary between the plasma sheet and tail lobe lead


ing to steeper temperature and density gradients. oThe field aligned 


current also J.ncreases as a consequence of magnetic field line
J II 
reconnection. 
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The above free energy sources can power a number of plasma instabilities, 

however, we are only interested in those instabilities which lead to the 

excitation of plasma waves in well-defined frequency regions. When the 

temperatures are anisotropic in a magnetic field, plasma turbulence can 

be excited by a Weibel (1959) type instability with frequencies 

W < wce (1 - Til /TJ) and a growth rate y Ct. (TJ. - TII)T.!., In particular 

if the anisotropy is in the electron temperature, whistler mode turbu

lence is generated, and if the anisotropy is in the ion temperature~ 

Alfven mode turbulence is generated. In the presence of an electron 

temperature gradient Alfven waves can be generated by a drift instability 

(Coroniti and Kennel (1979)). 

In the presence of the field-aligned currents the electron-ion drift 

instability generates ion-acoustic turbulence,. this occurs when all 

electrons in the plasma have a velocity along a preferred direction with 

respect to the ions. This instability is analogous to a beam-plasma 

instability. So far we have considered only the generation of low 

frequency, low-phase-velocity waves which will be very effective in 

accelerating ions but not the electrons. Lin et al (1973) and Tsytovich 

et al (1975) have demonstrated that it is possible t.o generate high

phase-velocity Langmuir waves from ion acoustic turbulence. In Lin's 

theory ion wave fluctuations of wave number k. and frequency w. are 
1. 1. 

strongly coupled to high phase velocity Langmuir waves of wave number 

k~ and frequency w~ and a longitudinal beat disturbance of wave number 
'V 'lI

k~ ± ki and frequency w 'V w~ ± Wi t'\i w~. If the electrons are drifting 

with respect to the ions it is possible for the phase velocity of the 

beat disturbance to be such that the wave resonates with electrons that 

have a + ve slope in the distribution function~the beat-wave therefore 

absorbs energy from the electrons. The net effect is that the Langmuir 

waves at (k , w ) sees a negative resistance and is amplified. The 
t t 

effect is the inverse of non-linear Landau damping. 

There will be significant growth of high phase velocity Langmuir waves 

from ion-acoustic turbulence if the growth rate given by (Lin et al 

(1973)) :
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= 1(OnL)2.
1 8 no 

on. 
where --~ is the level of ~on wave turbulence, 

n 
0 

Wpe2 dfo 
~ = V'wl-kivd , ID =21T ikJ dv IV =Vd +WLI ki. 

and vd is the relative drift between electrons and ions, exceeds the 

Landau damping rate for these waves. These waves saturate by decaying 

to a white noise spectrum where their energy is absorbed with high 

efficiency, the energy going into accelerating electrons. 

Other methods of accelerating electrons by other wave modes such as the 

whistler mode and Alfven mode have been considered. These include the 

ponderomotive force mechanism for the whistler mode, and the pondero

motive and the electromotive f.orce for the Alfven waves (Namikawa et al 

(1982)). 

Kinetic Afven waves, produced by resonant mode conversion of MHD surface 

waves, can also accelerate electrons by particle trapping or bounce 

resonance acceleration (Hasegawa (1976)), Another important wave mode 

which has a high-phase-velocity parallel to the magnetic field is the 

lower hybrid wave •. This wave mode has been shown by Liu (1982) to be 

extremely effective in accelerating electrons parallel to the magnetic 

field. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Various free energy sources have been identified and shown to lead to 

a number of different wave modes which could be responsible for 

particle acceleration as seen in aurora. 
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